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ABSTRACT

Categories and Subject Descriptors

Cities are attracting considerable research interest. The
agenda behind smart cities is popular among computer scientists and engineers: new monitoring technologies promise
to allocate urban resources (e.g., electricity, clean water,
car traffic) more efficiently and, as such, make our cities
‘smarter’. This talk offers a rare counterpoint to that dominant efficiency-driven narrative. It is about recent research
on the relationship between happiness and cities [1]: which
urban elements make people happy?
To help answer that question, I built a web game with
collaborators at the University of Cambridge in which users
are shown ten pairs of urban scenes of London and, for each
pair, a user needs to choose which one they consider to be
most beautiful, quiet, and happy. Based on user votes, we
are able to rank all urban scenes according to these three
attributes. We recently analyzed the scenes with ratings
using image processing tools [2]. We discovered that the
amount of greenery in any given scene is associated with all
the three attributes and that cars and fortress-like buildings
are associated with sadness (we equated sadness to our measurement for the low end of our ‘spectrum’ of happiness). In
contrast, public gardens and Victorian and red brick houses
are associated with happiness.
Our results (including those about distinctive and memorable areas [3]) all point in the same direction: urban elements that hinder social interactions are undesirable, while
elements that increase interactions are the ones that should
be integrated by urban planners to retrofit our cities for
happiness.
Now, as a computer scientist, you might wonder: can these
findings be used to build better online tools? The answer
is a definite ‘Yes’ ! Existing mapping technologies, for example, return shortest directions. To complement them,
we are designing new tools that return directions that are
not only short but also tend to make urban walkers happy
[4]. Another application comes from the mobile world. In
mobile settings, geo-referenced content becomes increasingly
important, and content about a neighborhood inherently depends on the way the neighborhood is perceived by people:
whether it is, for instance, distinctive and beautiful or not.
We are designing an application that identifies memorable
city pictures by predicting which neighborhoods tend to be
beautiful and which tend to make people happy [5].
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